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Abstract
Interrogation of electron transfer dissociation (ETD) mass spectra of peptide amide-to-ester
backbone bond substituted analogues (depsipeptides) reveals substantial differences in the
entire backbone cleavage frequencies. It is suggested that the point permutation of backbone
bonds leads to changes in the predominant ion structures by removal/weakening of specific
hydrogen bonding. ETD responds to these changes by redistributing the cleavage frequencies
of the peptide backbone bonds. In comparison, no distinction between depsi-/peptide was
observed using collision-activated dissociation, which is consistent with a general unfolding and
elimination of structural information of these ions. These results should encourage further
exploration of depsipeptides for gas-phase structural characterization.
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Introduction

Hydrogen bonding between main-chain amides is an
ubiquitous feature of folded polypeptides (peptides/

proteins) [1]. Since polypeptide functions are mainly
determined by their native structures, research directed
towards deciphering the effect of hydrogen bonding has
become of paramount importance in biological studies. An
attractive strategy in this regard is to introduce systematic
permutations of backbone amide-to-ester (A-to-E) bonds [2].
Peptides containing one or more ester backbone bonds are
termed depsipeptides. The ester group in depsipeptides has
significantly different chemical properties then its counter 2°
amide. It is a weaker stabilizer of polypeptide secondary

structures [3] as it cannot act as hydrogen donor as well as
being a significant weaker hydrogen bond acceptor due to its
lower proton affinity. Finally, its ester oxygen is partially
electronegative and can therefore induce Coulomb repulsion
to other amide carbonyl oxygens (Scheme 1). Since amide
and ester bonds are approximately isosteric [4], it is possible to
maintain the side-chain structure of depsipeptide analogues and
study backbone hydrogen bonding in isolation.

Until now, depsipeptide analogues have solely been used
for the characterization of the strength of individual
polypeptide H-bonds in the condensed phase. However, in
the solvent-free environment of the gas-phase the strength of
H-bonding increases and becomes even more important for
structural integrity. Gas-phase polypeptide structure charac-
terization can be achieved with mass spectrometry coupled
with ion-mobility measurements (IMS) [5], hydrogen-
deuterium exchange [6], blackbody infrared radiative
dissociation [7], infra-red spectroscopy [8], or a variety of
fragmentation techniques. In particular, techniques utilizing
electron-driven fragmentation such as electron capture
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dissociation (ECD) [9] and electron transfer dissociation
(ETD) [10] have become very popular. ECD and ETD
involve the gas-phase reaction of poly-cations with electrons.
The outcome is unstable radical intermediates that can
undergo radical initiated backbone bond cleavages
producing specific c-, z-type fragment ions.

ECD and ETD fragmentation techniques are attractive
due to their gentle nature in cleaving the polypeptide
backbone without disturbing the three-dimensional ion
conformation. For instance, differences in the ECD cleavage
frequency have been reported for both IMS separated
conformers of protein cations [11], unfolded and re-folded
ubiquitin cations [12], and for singly chiral d-amino acid
substituted polypeptide ions [13, 14].

Based on these analytical features and the fact that
polypeptide A-to-E bond substitution results in weakening/
removal of structurally involved H-bonding, we anticipate
that ETD fragment ion abundances potentially can detect
changes in the predominant ion conformation of depsi-
peptides in the gas phase. To test our prediction, we
have synthesized by solid-phase synthesis eight system-
atically A-to-E backbone bond substituted depsipeptides
and investigated in detail the cleavage frequencies of the
2+ and 3+ charge state ions with ETD.

Experimental
Depsi-/peptides were synthesized using a micro-scale
ResPep peptide synthesizer (Intavis AG, Koeln, Germany)
configured for N-α-Fmoc synthesis. A modified synthesis
protocol was applied.[15] Analytes were dissolved in 50%
acetonitrile containing 0.1% formic acid and electrosprayed
off-line in conc. ca. 1 pmol/uL (nanomate; Advion, Ithaca,
NY). TandemMS analysis was conducted with an Orbitrap XL
ETD mass spectrometer (ThermoFisher, Bremen, Germany).
ETD acquisitions were recorded in the Orbitrap with 15,000 in
resolving power atm/z 400. For each sample, the top three most

abundant ion species in the mass range m/z 300–2000 were
fragmented using unattended data-dependent acquisition
mode. Ten acquisitions of ETD followed by supplemental
activation of the ET product species (normalized collision
energy 15%) were accumulated for each peptide charge state.
Ion mobility mass spectrometry was performed on a Waters
Synapt G1 (Elstree, Hertfordshire, UK) instrument using a
wave velocity of 300 m/s and gas flow of 30 mL/min.

Results and Discussion
The peptide KFVGVGVGVGFK served as a good model
(Table 1) as it produces complete sequence coverage in
ETD from seven N-terminal (c´5-c´11) and five C-
terminal (z⋅7-z⋅11) fragment ions.

Figure 1 shows as an example the summed ETD mass
spectra acquired of doubly protonated KFVGVGVGVGFK
and V3v in comparison. The cleavage of the ester bond is
annotated with z10

#• according to reference [14] and displays
a 37% (normalized value) higher cleavage frequency than
the all-amide bonds in the same position. The enhanced
cleavage frequency of the ester bond is consistent with
previous results [16]. Notable is the magnitude of other
amide backbone cleavages in V3v. For instance, the
cleavage frequency represented by z⋅8 and c´6 are both
increased more than 3-fold. At the same time, the backbone
bond cleavage producing c´10 is reduced more than 6-fold.
These observations demonstrate that the insertion of an ester
bond where previously there was an amide bond can
significantly influence the cleavage probability of very
distant backbone bonds in ETD.

We then investigated if this finding is general among
other A-to-E peptide analogous. Figure 2a displays the
normalized relative cleavage frequencies in ETD of 2+
charge state ions of the eight permutated depsipeptides.
Since ETD spectra are rich with internal hydrogen atom
transfers prior to fragment separation[17] we chose to sum
both c⋅/c´and z⋅/z´ ion abundances. The relative cleav-
age frequencies were normalized to the total ion
intensity of the ETD product ions. Moreover, the data
in Figure 2 are obtained using identical and consecutive
experimental conditions.

Scheme 1. Schematic representation of the perturbation of
a H-bond in a conjectural α-helical polypeptide caused by an
A-to-E backbone bond substitution

Table 1. Sequence of Analyzed Reference (All-Amide) Peptide and
Depsipeptide Analogues

Peptide/depsipeptidea Sequence

Reference (all amides) H2N-KFVGVGVGVGFK-COOH
V3v H2N-KFvGVGVGVGFK-COOH
G4g H2N-KFVgVGVGVGFK-COOH
V5v H2N-KFVGvGVGVGFK-COOH
G6g H2N-KFVGVgVGVGFK-COOH
V7v H2N-KFVGVGvGVGFK-COOH
G8g H2N-KFVGVGVgVGFK-COOH
V9v H2N-KFVGVGVGvGFK-COOH
G10g H2N-KFVGVGVGVgFK-COOH

aThe one-letter codes of the α-hydroxy acids are lowercase italic letters and
correspond to the one-letter code of the analogous α−amino acid.
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Consistent with V3v all other A-to-E analogous show
significant alterations of their cleavage frequencies compared
to the reference peptide. Only ETD of G6g and G8g resulted in
the most abundant change arising from the ester bond cleavage.
For the remaining depsipeptides, the predominant change in
cleavage frequency occurred 1–8 amino acid residues away
from the ester bond (average 3.5 residues). In addition, the
abundance of the charge reduced species [M + 2H]+⋅ of all
depsipeptides was reduced by 70%–85%, which is an addi-
tional strong indication of lower degree of internal hydrogen
bonding [12, 18, 19] in these analogues. Similarly, all
depsipeptides show a 3- to 7-fold increase in the loss of H⋅
from [M + 2H]+⋅ compared with the reference peptide. This
phenomenon has previously been suggested to correlate with
the elongation of polypeptide ion conformations [20, 21].

Figure 2b shows the cross-correlations of all depsi-/
peptide analogues. No strong correlationwas found between the
reference peptide and any of the depsipeptides (r=−0.28–0.64).
The missing correlations support the possibility of a significant
change in the H-bond architecture between the reference
peptide and the depsipeptide analogues. Even if these
depsi-/peptides do not have well defined secondary α-
helical or β-sheet structures it is likely that even random chain
dimensions will be affected by the A-to-E substitution.

A notable observation is a surprisingly strong correlation
between V3v, V9v, and G10g (r90.98) as well as a similar
correlation between V7v and G8g (r=1). The indistinguish-
able ETD results of these analogues are puzzling. It is
unclear at this point whether such results arise from a high
degree of similarity of the ensemble of these ion conforma-
tions. We note that low-resolution ion-mobility mass
spectrometry verified differences in the ion-molecular
cross-sections of several depsi-/peptides (ranging from 264

N

C

a)
K Ref. Pep. V3v G4g V5v G6g V7v G8g V9v G10g
F(c1/z11) 1 -0.83 -1.67 -0.88 -0.29 -1.83 -1.74 -0.93 -0.83
V(c2/z10) 1 0.45 -0.32 -0.01 0.01 0.17 0.18 0.48 0.57
G(c3/z9) 1 -0.02 1.48 -0.45 -0.37 -0.13 -0.07 0.04 0.13
V(c4/z8) 1 2.15 0.56 1.16 1.58 0.71 0.66 2.34 2.25
G(c5/z7) 1 1.19 1.36 2.21 2.79 1.46 1.34 1.31 1.21
V(c6/z6) 1 2.30 1.20 1.65 0.24 2.64 2.68 2.25 2.15
G(c7/z5) 1 0.17 2.75 2.51 0.48 3.87 3.92 0.00 0.25
V(c8/z4) 1 1.49 0.27 0.34 0.57 -2.50 -2.48 1.48 1.47
G(c9/z3) 1 1.10 -0.39 -0.38 -0.54 -0.95 -1.02 1.24 1.29
F(c10/z2) 1 -2.66 -0.90 -0.78 -0.99 -0.90 -0.90 -3.90 -3.91
K(c11/z1) 1 -1.80 -0.88 -1.05 -1.12 -1.24 -1.29 -2.17 -2.10

Ref. Pep. V3v G4g V5v G6g V7v G8g V9v G10g
Ref. Pep. 1.00 -0.13 0.63 0.64 0.38 0.32 0.31 -0.28 -0.26

V3v 1.00 -0.24 -0.07 0.11 -0.49 -0.50 0.98 0.98
G4g 1.00 0.60 0.36 0.52 0.51 -0.32 -0.31
V5v 1.00 0.86 0.59 0.55 -0.17 -0.19
G6g 1.00 0.17 0.12 0.06 0.03
V7v 1.00 1.00 -0.52 -0.53
G8g 1.00 -0.53 -0.54
V9v 1.00 1.00
G10g 1.00

b)

Figure 2. (a) Heat map of normalized relative differences
(log2) in the cleavage frequencies of eight depsipeptides in
the 2+ charge state. Values in bold present cleavages of the
ester bonds. (b) Cross-correlations of cleavage frequencies
of all molecular ion species

N

C

a)
K Ref. Pep. V3v G4g V5v G6g V7v G8g V9v G10g
F(c1/z11) 1 0.58 n/a -0.21 -1.90 1.02 0.98 0.66 0.62
V(c2/z10) 1 0.14 n/a -0.29 -1.02 0.25 0.37 0.26 0.18
G(c3/z9) 1 0.35 n/a -0.39 -1.01 0.04 0.00 0.59 0.50
V(c4/z8) 1 0.43 n/a -0.15 -0.88 0.50 0.57 0.52 0.56
G(c5/z7) 1 0.51 n/a 1.79 2.35 0.10 0.15 0.59 0.66
V(c6/z6) 1 1.27 n/a -0.57 No signal 0.92 1.06 1.29 1.58
G(c7/z5) 1 -0.56 n/a 0.61 -0.09 1.47 1.48 -0.77 -0.76
V(c8/z4) 1 -0.96 n/a -0.68 -0.28 -2.85 -3.13 -1.21 -1.29
G(c9/z3) 1 1.84 n/a -0.08 0.23 -0.04 -0.03 2.03 2.03
F(c10/z2) 1 -0.43 n/a -0.07 -0.20 -0.25 -0.32 -0.64 -0.75
K(c11/z1) 1 -0.59 n/a -0.07 0.14 -0.36 -0.42 -0.70 -0.73

Ref. Pep. V3v G4g V5v G6g V7v G8g V9v G10g
Ref. Pep. 1.00 0.43 n/a 0.72 0.69 0.16 0.13 0.20 0.14

V3v 1.00 n/a 0.22 0.28 -0.03 -0.04 0.97 0.95
G4g n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
V5v 1.00 0.88 0.52 0.50 0.03 -0.01
G6g 1.00 0.08 0.05 0.12 0.08
V7v 1.00 1.00 -0.11 -0.11
G8g 1.00 -0.11 -0.10
V9v 1.00 0.99
G10g 1.00

b)

Figure 3. (a) Heat map of normalized relative differences
(log2) in the cleavage frequencies of eight depsipeptides in
the 3+ charge state. Values in bold present cleavages of the
ester bonds. (b) Cross-correlations of cleavage frequencies
of all molecular ion species
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Figure 1. ETD tandem mass spectra of doubly charged (a)
All-amide reference peptide KFVGVGVGVGFK and its (b) V3v
depsipeptide analogue
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to 275Å2) although the similarity of V9v (267Å2) and G10g
(275Å2) could not be confirmed (data not shown).

A-to-E bond substitution at neighboring sites does not
necessarily imply a similar ETD response. Although the
correlation between V7v and G8g is 1 the correlation
between G8g and V9v shows a strong anti-correlation of
−0.53. A similar amino acid context-dependence has been
found in solution for other depsipeptides [2, 3, 22]. This
further supports the suggestion that these ETD observations
are largely structural-dependent.

The cross-correlation data of 3+ ions (Figure 3) indicate a
less structured ion population than those in charge state 2+.
Upon adoption of an extra proton, 3+ ions are likely to
undergo a structural elongation in order to accommodate the
increased Coulomb repulsion. If so, ion conformations of
depsi-/peptide analogues are expected to become more
similar. This is consistent with correlations of depsipeptide
analogues to the reference peptide being less deviating
(lowest is 0.13 versus −0.28 in charge state 2+).

In addition, the extra charge changes the fragment ion
intensities although depsipeptide interrelationship does not
change markedly. To demonstrate that, a poor correlation is
found between the 2+ and 3+ reference peptides (r=0.21),
whereas the correlation between their depsipeptide ana-
logues in charge state 2+ and 3+ ranges from r=0.55-0.88
(Supplementary Information). The higher degree of similarity
between the depsipeptide analogues fits with an already more
open structure in the 2+ charge state than the supposedly more
compact reference peptide.

In conclusion, the first preliminary step towards utiliza-
tion of ETD fragment ion abundances for structural
characterization of a number of permutated depsipeptides
in the gas phase has been demonstrated. The main results,
although limited in scope, show that introduction of an A-to-
E bond substitution significantly affects not only the ETD
cleavage frequency of the ester bond but undoubtedly also
distant backbone bonds. We attribute this effect to A-to-E
induced changes in the predominant ion conformer of
depsipeptide analogues. No significant structural distinction
between depsi-/peptide could be observed using collision-
activated dissociation (r=0.85–1.00) (data not shown),
which is consistent with a general unfolding of polypeptide
ion structures [23]. This is despite notable reduction in the
ester backbone cleavage frequency in CAD as reported
previously [16]. Finally, in order to further verify the
structural predictions made by ETD, it will be necessary to
include for instance extensive molecular dynamics simula-
tions and/or high-resolution IMS of model depsipeptides. A
possible contribution to the observed ETD results, which
also needs further consideration, are those potentially arising
from changes in the peptide electronic structure due to the
A-to-E substitutions. The electronic structure of an amide
Π* orbital is different to that of an ester Π* orbital.
However, it is unclear at this point to what extent this
difference can influence the chemical properties distant to
the substitution site in peptide ions.
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